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How to assess compliance mapping
Compliance mapping, whether mapping documents against each other or into a compliance
framework, is a daunting task. Compliance mapping is broken down into five steps -

•
•
•
•
•

Authority Document cataloging;
content selection;
content tagging;
definition selection; and finally
mapping of one document to another or to a framework.

Each of these steps must be checked for –

•
•
•

interoperability;
commitment to quality; and
evidence of work accomplished.
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Understanding and Challenging the UCF Mapping Process
Each and every document within the Unified Compliance Framework goes through a massive mapping
operation that is semi-automated. Semi-automated because 100% automation with 100% accuracy is not
possible at this time.
To view documents during the mapping process, and the challenge any of the mapping steps, go to the
following URL:
https://mapper.unifiedcompliance.com/project-portal

Public Comments Portal

There you will be able to see each and every document that has been mapped in the last 60 days. They will
be up and available for public comment.
If you want to understand how we map documents, this is the easiest way to do it! Look at each step of
the process and see what can be commented on.
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The type of questions you should ask
The type of questions you should ask about any mapping project fall into four categories:
Icon

Category

Question focus

Schema

These questions revolve around demonstrating the schema of that part of
mapping. The schema is important because mapped documents have to be
used in GRC, audit, and other tools. Without a solid interoperable schema,
the mapping is worthless. All well-formed schemas are now in JSON format
for adoption by the widest audience.

Process

What process does the mapping team follow when completing this task? Is
the process automated, semi-automated, or fully manual? You need to
know how the work was done. 100% manual processes are a waste of time
and money.

Proof

What proof are you given that a process was run? What are the quality
checks? Where is the documentation that the process was run correctly?
You can’t stand in court and say something without evidence and be
believed – why would you trust a mapping team that doesn’t demonstrate
proof?

Adoption

Given the mapping’s schema and output, which tools have adopted the
schema and how is the schema deployed? So you get something mapped, if
you can’t load it into various tools (whether they have a schema or not),
what good is it?
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Understanding the two framework structures
There are only two structures for mapping the mandates found in Authority Documents; mapping to a
semi-static reference framework and mapping to an automatically adaptive framework (which only the
Unified Compliance Framework uses to date).
Reference Framework

Unified Compliance Framework

Authority Documents

Authority Documents

Citations

Citations

Glossary or Dictionary

Dictionary

Reference Framework

Common Controls

Both frameworks begin by cataloging Authority Documents and extracting their Citations. Both should
then create either a custom dictionary or custom glossary from the terms found in those Citations. The
difference between the Reference Framework and the Unified Compliance Framework is that the
Reference Framework’s content is semi-static. The Unified Compliance Framework’s Common Controls are
automatically adaptive.
We will cover the mapping process below. What matters here are that the basics of the structures should
be the same between them.

Questions you should ask at this point
Given you are just learning about structures, here are the questions you should be asking:
Icon

Category

Questions

Schema

Does the framework have a published JSON schema?
If not, why not?
If so, does the schema cover the following:
Authority Document structure
Tagged Citation structure
Glossary or Dictionary Structure
Reference Framework Structure
Mapping Structure between Citations and the Framework

Adoption

Which GRC, Audit, SCM, SIEM, Risk, and other compliance tools have
adopted this structure and JSON schema?
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Understanding the team process
Mapping cannot be done by one person – the possibility of flaws is almost 100%.
There should be no debate about that.
Therefore, you’ll want to understand the team dynamic for any mapping process.

The mapping teams
Mapping teams should be divided into five team member types if the work is to be done for pay or for
public scrutiny. If mapping is done by internal staff members for the organization itself, some members
can be skipped.
Public Mapping

Internal Mapping

Description

Mapper

Mapper

The Mapper is the person who begins each mapping task;
enters the data and performs whatever manual processes
are necessary for each task.

Reviewer

Approver

The Reviewer is second in line and is assigned the exact
same tasks and workflows as the Mapper.
If the Reviewer disagrees with the Mapper, a dispute
resolution process is initiated.
If a new Common Control is deemed necessary, the
Reviewer’s job is to create the new Control based upon the
tagged mandate found in the Citation calling for the new
Control.
Reviewer/Approver

In the case of public mapping, the Reviewer is second in line
and is assigned the exact same tasks and workflows as the
Mapper. If the Reviewer disagrees with the Mapper, a
dispute resolution process is initiated.
If a new Control is deemed necessary, the Reviewer’s job is
to create the new Control based upon the tagged mandate
found in the Citation calling for the new Control.
In the case of internal mapping the Reviewer/Approver’s job
is to examine and endorse the work that the mapper did or
send it back for revisions.

Lexicographer

Reviewer/Approver

The Lexicographer replaces the Approver in the Dictionary
workflows. The Lexicographer has the ultimate authority
over new or edited terms in public dictionary.

There are many times over the past decade or so wherein we’ve seen the “competition” mapping
something and asked about how it was mapped. The answer we usually get is “it was done by a team of
mappers” – but when pressed – mappers who remain nameless.
Any document mapping team should be made public. The people who are responsible for the mapping of
the document should be tied to their work so that if there are any questions, they can be confronted, and
the questions presented to them.
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In the case of the UCF mapping process, all documents being mapped are published in an online project portal
(https://mapper.unifiedcompliance.com/project-portal). Each public document going through the process has the
name of the team members listed for that project as shown below:

A sample project with team members listed

Questions you should ask at this point
There are no schema or software adoption questions at this point.
Icon

Category

Questions

Process

Is there a documented process that the mapping team follows when adding
Authority Documents to the catalog? If so, can you provide that
documentation for review?

Proof

Where are the list of active mapping projects posted?
Who is assigned to those lists, and can they be questioned either during or
post-mapping?
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The analyzing mapping, harmonization, and transformation process
There are two methodologies for mapping Citations into a framework. The methodology on the left shows
how that the mapping is done from an Authority Document into a reference framework. The
methodology on the right shows how the mapping is done from an Authority Document into the Unified
Compliance Framework. The difference is that the Unified Compliance Framework isn’t a static
framework. It is a dynamic list of Common Controls derived from mandates found in Authority
Document Citations.

The twelve-step process of analyzing mapping, harmonization, and transformation

Step 1
In any mapping framework, the first step is to analyze and authenticate the Authority Document (called
Reference Document by some). This ensures that the document being tracked is an authentic document
and can be used to verify the veracity of the mapping claims associated with the document.
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Steps 2 and 3
Steps 1 through 3 consist of data entry into whatever system being used to analyze the text and match
the predicates and subjects to specific definitions that are necessary for accurate crosswalking and
mapping. Mapping “because I said so” is never accepted.

Step 4
Without understanding the definitions for each term falls under Semantic Mapping through word vector
analysis below. Therefore, we begin our in-depth discussion about mapping and crosswalking with each
clause’s predicate and subject tagged and their respective definitions selected.

Step 5 thru 7
These steps leverage each clause’s relationship to other clauses through Definition Encoded Distance
Vectors. This step is covered under the sections that start with Words are multidimensional – definitions
are specific through Applying Definition Encoded Distance Vectors.
Defining what is and isn’t an acceptable match is covered under the heading of Semantic Crosswalking
rules. Once a match is discovered it should be a simple step in the system being used to link the two
clauses together and provide the Definition Encoded Distance Vectors calculation (and any graphic
depiction for a bonus) defending the match. For a good example of the matching and reporting process,
see Definition Encoded Distance Vectors and crosswalking rules applied.
At this point, mapping from an Authority Document to a static framework is concluded. It is not necessary
to go any further as the static framework’s contents are not directly derived from the tagged mandates in
an Authority Document.

Steps 8 through 12
If there isn’t a match with an acceptable Definition Encoded Distance Vector, the next steps involve
harmonization and transformation – including writing the transformed clause so that it gets a good
Mandate Readability Grade (see How is the Mandate Readability Grade calculated?).
The process to be followed for this is covered under Understanding Transformation rules and
Transforming Mandates into Common Controls.
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Step 1 Authority Document cataloging
Authority Document cataloging isn’t that hard. It’s as simple as adding the information you would add
when writing a college book review or adding a document to a reference cataloging system.
They key is to understand the document’s output schema. In the best of all worlds that schema should
support both common bibliography formats (such as Zotero) and Citation formats (such as AP
Professional or University of Chicago).
We are going to give you the answer you are seeking to tests the mapping system’s bibliography output.
Below are two formats – one for the bibliography and one for Citations. The Citations elements are in bold
and are omitted from the bibliography format – that’s the only difference. The formats can be found after
the appendices.

Questions you should ask at this point
There are no process and proof tools you’ll need to ask about here. Only schema and adoption questions.
Icon

Category

Questions

Schema

Where is the published JSON schema for the organization’s Authority
Document cataloging?

Adoption

Is the JSON schema in a format compatible with BibTex, Zotero, and other
common bibliography research tools? If so, can we have the load file to test
exporting from your system into these tools?
Is the JSON schema in a format compatible with GRC, Audit, SCM, SIEM,
and Risk Management tools? If so, which ones have adopted the format
and can you show proof of it?
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Steps 2 and 3 Citation Extraction and Tagging
Citation tagging has several steps:

Extraction
Extract the content from the Authority Document and put it into the Mapping tool, including the content’s
Citation Reference.
Let’s take the Turkish Law on the Protection of Personal Data, no. 6698: 3037 for instance. Below is the
extraction of Art 4(2)(a):
The following principles shall be complied within the processing of personal data:
Being retained for the period of time stipulated by relevant legislation or the
purpose for which they are processed.

Tagging of Citations
Use whatever process necessary to tag the Citation’s mandates (phrases) for both primary and secondary
predicates (verbs and verb phrases) and subjects (nouns and noun phrases). Tagging should be displayed
with curly brackets “{ }” for verbs and square brackets for nouns “[ ]”.
Notice in the text above that there is a preamble phrase, and an two alternate mandates separated by an
“or”:

Preamble
The {following} [principles] shall {be complied} within the [processing] of [personal
data]:

Alternate mandate 1
{Being retained} for the [period of time] {stipulated} by relevant [legislation] or
the purpose for which they are processed.

Alternate mandate 2
{Being retained} for the [period of time] {stipulated} by relevant legislation or the
[purpose] for which they {are processed}.

Given that you now know the extracted text has two mandates in it, you need to understand that the text
Citation structure for mapping needs to allow for an overall Citation structure as well as an embedded
mandate structure. Without both, how would your software tools know to display the mandates in order?
Or display them at all?

Questions to ask at this time
There are a bunch of questions to ask for each of the sections below.
Icon

Category

Questions

Schema

What is the Citation JSON schema?
Where is it posted?
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Category

Questions

Process

By what process was the citation text extracted from the document and put
into the mapping tool?
Which sections were omitted, and why?
How was the text tagged for mandates, and within each mandate, the
primary and secondary predicates and subjects?
How are mandates broken down

Proof

Where is the proof found, and is there a way to audit the job that was
done?
Can the extraction and entering be challenged and corrected if found
wrong?

Adoption

Is the JSON schema in a format compatible with GRC, Audit, SCM, SIEM,
and Risk Management tools? If so, which ones have adopted the format,
and can you show proof of it?
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Step 4 Definition linking
As you saw above, each of the tagged Citations and Mandates has ties to predicates and subjects.
Each predicate and subject should be identified in the mapping system’s glossary or dictionary.
In this step the mapping process needs to link the term to its Part of Speech and the appropriate
definition for that term in the instance of the mandate and Citation. We know that term definitions are
polysemous – there can be multiple definitions for the same term. So how do you know which definition
to use for the term if it isn’t linked?
Without linking a term to its definition
A

you can’t definitively know what the author meant by what they were saying at that point and time,
and

B

you haven’t any tools to link the context and meaning of the mandate or citation to a reference
framework or a Common Control.

Therefore, the mapping system needs a structure to link the bracketed term in the Citation or mandate to
a glossary or dictionary term. And then a methodology to select the correct definition for the term among
the potential definition candidates.

Questions to ask at this time
Icon

Category

Questions

Schema

Does the Citation schema extend to link the bracketed terms to IDs of terms
found in a glossary or dictionary?
Does the Citation schema show the linkage between the term and the
definition selected for that context?
Is the glossary or dictionary in common dictionary format?
Can you get samples?

Process

What is the process of maintaining the glossary and dictionary?
What is the process of showing the mapping team all of the possible
definitions and then suggesting the correct definition based upon the
context of the Citation or mandate?
Where is that process documented?

Proof

Can the linking of definitions to terms be examined?
Can it be challenged and changed if wrong?

Adoption

Can the glossary or dictionary be extended?
Can either be tied to Merriam, Wordnik, Babel, Prentice Hall, or even Oxford
Dictionaries?
Is the JSON schema of the glossary or dictionary in a format compatible
with Merriam, Wordnik, Babel, Prentice Hall, or even Oxford Dictionaries? If
so, which ones have adopted the format, and can you show proof of it?
Is the JSON schema for tying the bracketed citations and terms in a format
compatible with GRC, Audit, SCM, SIEM, and Risk Management tools? If so,
which ones have adopted the format, and can you show proof of it?
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Steps 5 thru 7 Citation/Mandate to Reference/Common Control matching
There are multiple ways of matching terms to each other. An entire study of semantics, with Roberto
Navigli at the forefront (his and other works are in the bibliography), has been working on this for quite
some time.
There are two ways to tackle this section. The recommended method is to use a dedicated matching
algorithm and API (which we’ll discuss first), or get a thorough understanding of the problem and process
and attempt to either replicate the capabilities manually or code them into a solution.
We’ve included a sample JSON structure for testing any commercial matching API – including the one
from the Unified Compliance framework. Given any two strings of bracketed text, along with those strings’
primary and secondary predicates and subjects (and their glossary or dictionary IDs), the matching
algorithm should return a percentage match between the two strings. To do this manually is all but
impossible.

Questions you should be asking at this point
Icon

Category

Questions

Schema

What is the JSON schema used for submitting two potential strings of text
for matching?
Where is it published?

Process

What process is used to do this? Is it a definition encoded distance vector, a
word vector, or some other process?
Is this process automated? If not, why not?

Proof

If the process is automated, where is the process documented? Is the
process patented, and if so, what is the patent ID?
If the process is not automated, how are the distances between phrases
measured? Where is the measurement documentation in general, and
where is the proof stored in the mapping system for how the
measurements were conducted?

Adoption

Is the JSON schema used for submitting two potential strings of text for
matching compatible with NLP and Dictionary tools? If so, which ones have
adopted the format, and can you show proof of it?

If an organization is really doing professional level mapping, they are doing it using algorithms, glossaries
or dictionaries, and most likely some type of testable API process. The above questions should suffice. If,
however, they don’t have a published API and documented patents or processes you can examine, you’ll
need to read the bunch of pages that cover this in our appendices so you can understand whatever
manual process they are using. Good luck and speedy reading to you.
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Steps 8 thru 12 Creating Common Controls
If there isn’t a match with an acceptable Definition Encoded Distance Vector, the next steps involve
harmonization and transformation – including writing the transformed clause so that it gets a good
Mandate Readability Grade (see How is the Mandate Readability Grade calculated?).
The process to be followed for this is covered under Understanding Transformation rules and
Transforming Mandates into Common Controls.
These are very long processes. We’ll first cover what you should ask here and you can see the rest in the
appendices (if you want to delve that far).

Questions you should ask at this point
Here are the questions you should be asking about creating new reference controls or new Common
Controls.
Icon

Category

Questions

Schema

Is the control JSON schema published? If so, where?
Does it conform to Schema 2.0, OSCAL, Open Control, and other standards?

Process

What is the process for transformation from bracketed Citations and
mandates to reference controls or Common Controls?
Where is this documented?

Proof

Can the process be audited and challenged?
Where can this challenge take place?

Adoption

Is the JSON schema for tying the bracketed citations and terms in a format
compatible with GRC, Audit, SCM, SIEM, and Risk Management tools? If so,
which ones have adopted the format, and can you show proof of it?
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Appendices

Use this template for creating your own questions
Icon

Category

Questions

Schema

Process

Proof

Adoption
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Semantic Mapping through word vector analysis
Semantics refer to the concepts or ideas conveyed by words. In its broadest use, semantic mapping is a
process to connect words or phrases to a set of related words or phrases through a process of simplistic
visual diagrams. For example, A brown dog, a yellow “tabby” cat, and banana are placed on a screen and
the user is asked to draw a line between the two similar terms. From one point of view, a line could be
drawn between the dog and the cat showing the mapping of animals.

Semantic mapping example 1

Another could draw the line between the cat and the banana showing the mapping of yellow things.

Semantic mapping example 2

One guy drew a line between the dog and the banana, saying that “my dog likes bananas”.

Semantic mapping example 3

Simple semantic mapping allows any relationship to be graphed between two words or phrases with the
definition for the relationship provided post facto. In two of these cases, the person queried explained
the relationship as a simple hyponym – cats and dogs are both animals, the color of the cat and the color
of the banana both belong to the color yellow. In the third case, the person queried explained a
contextual relationship – the concept of his dog liking bananas. The point is, some type of relationship rule
was followed, even if it wasn’t explained until after the relationship was made.
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In a narrower sense, with the advances in Natural Language Processing, part of speech tagging, Named
Entity Recognition, and Artificial Intelligence merging into the field of linguistics and semantics, semantic
mappings are now beginning to be structured as semantic similarities through complex rules that allow
the measurement of Word Vectors – and with the UCF, Definition Encoded Distance Vectors.

Word Vector Analysis
Word Vectors can be applied in one of two ways: word embedding and curated definitional vectors. Word
embedding is used by Google, Yahoo, and most other search engine firms to perform text clustering and
classification of text data. It’s what allows the search engine to understand that the word Apple in the
search string “which apples taste the best” is a fruit instead of the company that makes computers. Word
embeddings create numerical representations of texts (using one of seven different styles) by breaking a
sentence down into its individual words and assigning unique vector representations of each of the words
in the sentence (called one-hot encoding). In its most simplistic sense, word embeddings are words
converted into numbers. Such a vector table is shown below:
word

embeddings

are

words

converted

into

vectors

word

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

embeddings

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

are

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

words

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

converted

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

into

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

numbers

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

Simple word vector table

This word vector above provides a computer system a mathematical formula to find the following
sentence in its corpus of sentences…
how

to

convert

words

into

numbers

and

vectors

how

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

to

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

convert

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

words

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

into

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

numbers

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

and

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

vectors

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Second simple word vector table

…by matching the first vector for word (2), converted (1), into (1) with the second sentences vector for word
(1), convert (1), into (1). While this is over simplistic, you can get the idea. The basic idea is to create a cooccurrence matrix between any vectored set of numbers that represent the word patterns being matched
given a very large dataset. A great set of articles on this topic can be found onlinei.
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Word embedding works great if your application is a search engine and your corpus of sentences to
match against are all of the other search and all of the web pages (and their billions and billions of words)
in your corpus. And the relationships that they suggest are generalistic and open to interpretation (how
many Google searches return only the sites you are looking for?). They do not work at all within the
world of compliance mapping as

•

the number of words in the corpus for compliance is too small (24 million or so, as compared to
hundreds and hundreds of millions) as word embedding analysis on a limited corpus doesn’t produce
results that can be confidently regarded as complete;

•

the number of specific terms that are single instances within the same corpus (such as collection asset
or intrusion artifact both only appearing once in the entire corpus!) so that there are no chances of
them having an automated vector; and

•

the context of the terms’ definitional use within the corpus is usually prescriptive (created by a
glossarist) and not historical (created by a lexicographer); and most importantly,

•

purely encoded results can easily result in a “no match” situation that human curation can overcome
through finding the resemblance that the automated analysis misses.

Because of this type of circumstance, any potential relationship based on contextual closeness is not
captured across the collection of words in specific corpuses such as the compliance corpus. The crucial
difference between word embedding analysis and definition encoding analysis is the relative power of
each. Word embedding relies on having a huge pool of text strings to compare for contextual closeness
but even so remains incapable of recognizing subtle semantic resemblance, while definition encoding can
find those sophisticated relationships despite having a much smaller pool of text strings to compare.
Contextual closeness is all well and good, but it lets resemblances fall through the cracks that definition
encoded analysis catches, and that’s why the process matters. Therefore, one-hot encodings cannot
capture syntactic (structure) and semantic (meaning) relationships.
In contrast, curated definitional vectors represent words as multidimensional, Definition Encoded Distance
Vectors for both syntactic and semantic meaning. That’s a mouthful. Let’s explain it.

Words are multidimensional – definitions are specific
Homonyms are words that have the same spelling and pronunciation but have different meanings. The
word report can mean the sound of a gun, a written document, or to present an idea. Within different
contexts, words can also have different senses, or meanings of the word. The term mapping workflow
means one type of workflow when creating cartography and another type of workflow when mapping
terms to each other. This is called polysemy; the capacity for a term to have multiple meanings within a
semantic field or across related fields. Whereas homonymy is an accidental similarity, polysemy is not. To
illustrate the point, let’s look at three words map, mapping process, semantic mapping.

•
•

Map is a homonym as the verb map means to create the noun map.
Mapping process and semantic mapping are not homonyms, but rather, polysemes as they have
different, but related definitions (mapping process can mean cartographic mapping or semantic
mapping, etc., while semantic mapping as documented in this text has multiple related definitions).

Because of the multidimensional nature of a word’s potential meaning, words themselves can’t be
encoded. Any encoding for semantic relationships must be associated through the word’s definition. What
follows is a hierarchical diagram of the semantic connections to the word map. Each of the terms to the
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left is a broader relationship, the terms above synonyms, and the terms to the right are narrower in scope.
If we are to use the definition for mapping process related to semantic mapping, then the only terms that
would be encoded for a connection would be those marked with a (1) in the diagram. Everything else
would be ignored as the definition-based selection for encoding wouldn’t match.

Definition-based encoding

Calculating Definition Encoded Distance Vectors
In the illustration above each of the terms were encoded are encoded with (1)s. This won’t work for our
purposes. We need to change what is encoded to move from encoding the term to encoding each hop
between terms. Encoding the hops between terms gives us a hop count distance between any two terms.
For example, the distance from map to any of the terms with a (1) is one hop away in the diagram below.
The distance between mapping process and semantic mapping is two hops away as it has to traverse
mapping process > map > semantic mapping.
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Definition Encoded Distance Vectors

Definition Encoded Distance Vectors allows us to have our cake and eat it too. We can rely on a dictionary
with massive amounts of relationships between terms and limit the number of relationships between
terms to only those that impart meaning based on the definition selected at the time.
What is necessary to be in place to support this is a dictionary structure to provide the syntax that allows
advanced semantic relationships. For a deeper understanding of basic and advanced semantic
relationships, see the appropriate Appendices.

Applying Definition Encoded Distance Vectors
With a syntax in place for advanced relationships, Definition Encoded Distance Vectors can be applied to
selected terms to use in crosswalking of Mandates, where both the verb distance and the noun distance
have to be measured together. In the scenario that follows, we don’t show each of the definitions. You can
find them at your leisure at compliancedictionary.com.
Here’s a scenario; you have four mandates that say,

•
•
•
•

“refrain from compromising identity information”,
“safeguard sensitive personal information”,
“secure personal data” and
“protect personally identifiable information”.

If you looked up the definitions for the primary verbs in each of these mandates (refrain from
compromising, safeguard, secure, and protect) you’ll see they are all variants of the term protect. Because
each of the verbs are synonyms of each other, they are said to be one “hop” away from each other.
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Verb semantic relationships

Now let’s look at the definitions for the nouns in each of the mandates (identity information, sensitive personal
information, personal data, and personally identifiable information). Again, each of these, as you can see in the
diagram below, are synonyms of each other. They, too, are one hop away from each other.

PII semantic relationships
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Here are the steps in creating the equation between primary and compared verbs and nouns:
1

Identify the verbs (PV and CV) as well as nouns (PN and CN).

2

Count the hops between verbs (HBV) and multiple that by .75 (the reasoning will be explained below).
Count the hops between nouns (HBN) and multiple that by .5 (again, explained below).

3

Calculate the likelihood that they are exactly the same verbs and nouns with this calculation 1-((HBV +
HBN)/100). This gives you the Definition Encoded Distance Vector (DEDV).

Verb hops are given greater precedent than noun hops as the action of each concept is a greater
differentiator than the object of the concept. The DDV (Definition Encoded Distance Vector) calculation is
applied as follows:
Let(
[
/* Set Tagged Verbs */
PV = tagged verb in Citation 1
CV = tagged verb in Citation 2
/* Set Tagged Nouns */
PN = tagged noun in Citation 1
CN = tagged noun in Citation 2
/* Set individual Distance Vectors */
HBV = number of hops between PV and CV * .75
HBN = number of hops between PN and CN * .5
];
DEDV = 1-((HBV + HBN)/100)
)

A Definition Encoded Distance Vector table can then be created for each of the sentences measuring the
DEDV from the primary sentence to the compared sentence.
Primary Verb
Refrain from
compromising

Safeguard

Secure

Protect

Primary Noun

identity information

sensitive personal
information

personal data

personally identifiable
information

DEDV

87.5%

87.5%

87.5%

87.5%
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Compared Verb

Compared Noun

Safeguard

sensitive personal
information

Secure

personal data

Protect

personally identifiable
information

Refrain from
compromising

identity information

Secure

personal data

Protect

personally identifiable
information

Safeguard

sensitive personal
information

Refrain from
compromising

identity information

Protect

personally identifiable
information

Safeguard

sensitive personal
information

Refrain from
compromising

identity information

Secure

personal data
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Definition Encoded Distance Vector table

As you can see, for these four sentences, a table of 12 rows needs to be maintained to allow traversing
between any of the sentences. There’s a better way to do this. A common verb and common noun can be
designated as the pivot point between any set of terms. With the common verb and common noun at the
center, any noun and verb pair that connects to it can be said to connect to each other. The table then goes
down to three rows:
Common Verb

Protect

Common Noun
personally identifiable
information

DEDV

87.5%

Compared Verb

Compared Noun

Safeguard

sensitive personal
information

Refrain from
compromising

identity information

Secure

personal data

Definition Encoded Distance Vector table mapped through a Common Verb and Common Noun

The Unified Compliance Framework utilizes this approach when crosswalking any two mandates to each
other. They are crosswalked through a Common Control.
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Definition Encoded Distance Vectors and crosswalking rules applied
Application of both Definition Encoded Distance Vectors and crosswalking rules is applied daily by the
Unified Compliance team. Unified Compliance has made the Semantic Compare tool available to the
general public at https://mapper.unifiedcompliance.com/semantic-compare (shown below). Given...

•
•
•

any two sentences whereby
the primary predicate and primary subject are tagged and
definitions for each are selected

…an underlying database populated with semantic relationships will either find correspondence between
the two sentences (and show the match percentage) or it will indicate a match does not exist given the
above.

Sample Semantic Compare

In the diagram above
1

the final results are shown graphically to the left, with terms from A linked through other terms to
those in B, or directly when they are the same;

2

the sentences with underlying tagged terms are shown; and

3

the underlying definitions that were selected are shown.
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Understanding Transformation rules
Transformation is the process of creating a new version of the mandate from the original version by
leveraging both semantic mappings and additional rules to create the new version. It is important to note
that the result of the transformation is a metadata description.
Transformations are more common than one would ever think – we do it all the time in the normal course
of conversations. Joe – “Use the Number 47 mallet when working with 18 penny nails.” Fred – “Huh?” Joe
– “Use that big hammer there to hit that big nail there.” Joe just transformed his original sentence because
Fred didn’t understand him. He transformed number 47 mallet and 18 penny nail to something very
common and easily understood. The metadata here is that the original terms were more precise versions
of their broader categories. Transformation leverages a combination of semantic relationships to create a
new concept.
This is also the process that the Unified Compliance Framework team uses when creating Common
Controls from Citations. In fact, of all the documented crosswalking and harmonization programs that
exist, only the Unified Compliance Framework has well documented transformation rules.

Transformation Rule #1
Transformation is a derivative of crosswalking and therefore all rules for crosswalking apply to
transformation.
This must be the first rule of Transformation because it seeks to create a derivative concept based upon
the primary concept. If crosswalking rules didn’t apply, one could easily transform shut the faucet to swing
the tennis racket, and that would be a bad thing.

Transformation Rule #2
To ensure accuracy and fidelity to the original concept, the weight of each noun hop must be
increased.
The goal of transformation is to present concepts more clearly through better writing – not to change the
concepts or alter their meaning. The difference between the verbs secure and protect isn’t as big a
difference as between Personally Identifiable Information and cardholder data. Therefore, a different
accuracy scale must be put into place for transformations. The scale is presented below and as you can
see, there are not as many hops allowed as for a simple crosswalk.
Verb Hops

Noun Hops

Accuracy

Grade

0

0

100.00%

A

1

0

92.50%

A-

0

1

87.50%

B+

2

0

85.00%

B

1

1

80.00%

B-

3

0

77.50%

C+

0

2

75.00%

C

2

1

72.50%

C-

4

0

70.00%

C-

1

2

67.50%

D+
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3

1

65.00%

D

5

0

62.50%

D-

0

3

62.50%

D-

2

2

60.00%

D-

4

1

57.50%

F

1

3

55.00%

F

3

2

52.50%

F

0

4

50.00%

F

5

1

50.00%

F

To put this into perspective, transforming protect Personally Identifiable Information to secure personal
data was given an 87.5% (B+) accuracy rating for crosswalking. For transformation, it is only given an 80%
(B-).
Verb

Noun

Mandate 1

Protect

Personally Identifiable Information

Hops

1

1

Mandate 2

Secure

personal data

80% (B-)

This is to ensure that concepts such as encrypt cardholder data aren’t transformed into protect privacyrelated information which would only garner 67.5% (D+) accuracy.
Verb

Noun

Mandate 1

encrypt

cardholder data

Hops

1

2

Mandate 2

protect

privacy-related information

67.5% (D+)

Transformation Rule #3
Transformation’s goal is to create an easier to understand concept. Therefore, sentences always
begin with the primary action followed by the primary object of the action and then any
secondary objects necessary to support the concept – ensuring that the transformation of the
primary action is from the perspective of the party targeted to take the action.
This rule is in place to guide the process of transforming otherwise horrible sentence structures into
something easily readable and understandable. Here’s a great case in point:
“A data subject who can prove he/she has a legitimate interest may, upon receipt of a request
from the data controller, receive free of charge, without excessive waiting periods, and at
reasonable intervals, the following: access to any personal data about him/her in the data
controller's possession…”
Ferreting through that sentence you’ll find that the primary verb is to provide access and the primary noun
is a form of personal records. There is an additional “helper clause” that adds this should be done upon
receipt of a request from the data controller otherwise known as a personal data request. Given the
transformation rules #1 and #2 above, this sentence can be translated into the following:
Provide access to personal records when a personal data request is received.
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Transformation Rule #4
Transformation’s goal is to create an easier to understand concept, and therefore it may be
acceptable to transform the noun of a concept to a more generic version.
Many times, the concepts you are going to be dealing with are “in the weeds” a bit in terms of their scope.
Dealing with cardholder data protection rules and financial data rules and health data rules will present
you with concepts such as safeguard medical history, or protect a person’s address, or secure a payment
card number. Each of the nouns in those sentences fall under one or more categories of types of
Personally Identifiable Information. When transforming a concept, it is sometimes a good idea to present
the concept in a more general manner, as shown below, even though you might only garner an 80%
accuracy.
Verb

Noun

Mandate 1

safeguard

payment card information

Hops

1

1

Mandate 2

protect

Personally Identifiable Information

80% (B-)

Transformation Rule #5
All transformations will be judged by a Mandate Readability Grade following a published Mandate
Readability Formula.
In essence, a mandate readability formula has to look at both the sentence’s reading score and the
sentence’s clarity score. The grade level that the sentence is presented along with its clarity index gives us
a true picture of the reading level necessary for comprehension of the mandate. When the calculations are
run on each of the Citations, we can see the following:
1

The Mandate Readability Grade (a calculation of SMOG, Flesch-Kincade formulas and the clarity index
formula described in the formulas section below);

2

The level of schooling necessary to comprehend the Citation;

3

The clarity index (0 – 100%) of the Citation;

4

The total number of words with three or more syllables;

5

The list of words with three or more syllables.

Here is a sample blank table that will house the input (Analyzed Text) and the output:
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Analyzed Text

Readability Grade
Grade Level
Clarity

Primary Predicate
Three Syllable Words
Primary Subject
Subordinate Predicate
Subordinate Subject
Sample Mandate Readability Grade table

Here’s how this works with three real-world examples. Even though each of these sentences is written
differently, in essence, all three of these sentences say the same thing. We will present the worst to the
best written of them, in order.
Analyzed Text

Readability Grade

When a data subject [requests] {{information on the processing of his/her personal data}},
the data controller must [provide] it without undue delay and the information must
contain the purpose of the processing; the categories subject to processing and their
source; and the recipients or categories of recipients.

F
Grade Level
Masters Student
Clarity

Primary Predicate

43%

provide

Three Syllable Words

Primary Subject

information
processing
personal
controller
categories
recipients

information on the processing of his/her personal data
Subordinate Predicate
information on the processing of his/her personal data
Subordinate Subject
requests
A pretty bad run-on mandate

The sentence is complex, there are eleven total three syllable words, and the clarity is dubious at best.
How the author of that incredibly long, run-on sentence thought the readers could understand it is
beyond our comprehension.
Let’s try another one. This one is slightly better in that it only requires college level understanding and is a
bit clearer.
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Analyzed Text

Readability Grade

It is mandated that public institutions shall, upon request by a concerned party, [reply]
to {inquiries} on, permit review of, and make duplicates of the personal data file
maintained by it, unless an exception applies.

C
Grade Level
College Student
Clarity

Primary Predicate

63%

reply

Three Syllable Words

Primary Subject

mandated
institutions
inquiries
duplicates
personal
exception

inquiries
Subordinate Predicate
Subordinate Subject
A better, but still pretty bad mandate

When you look at the Citation above, is it quickly clear what you are being told to do? It’s better than the
previous Citation, but not much better.
Here’s another Citation, which means the same thing as the other two, but written in a much cleaner and
clearer fashion.
Analyzed Text

Readability Grade

{Individuals} have the [right] to [request access] to {personal data}; the request must be
granted within a reasonable time period.

B
Grade Level
College Student
Clarity

Primary Predicate

79%

right

Three Syllable Words

Primary Subject

Individuals
personal
reasonable

individuals
Subordinate Predicate
request access
Subordinate Subject
personal data
A pretty well written Citation

What the Unified Compliance Framework does when writing Common Controls, is examine each of the
matching Citations, and then clarifies the sentence as cleanly as possible, always beginning with an active
verb, and limiting three syllable terms when feasible. Here’s a final example, this time it’s the Common
Control representing the same mandate as the three previous examples.
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Analyzed Text

Readability Grade

[Provide access] to {personal records} when a {personal data request} is [received].

A
Grade Level
High School
Clarity

Primary Predicate

86%

Provide access

Three Syllable Words

Primary Subject

personal

personal records
Subordinate Predicate
received
Subordinate Subject
personal data request
A well written Common Control

As you can see, the farther along we went in our examples, the easer the mandate was to understand.
Now we’ll explain how we came up with the well written Common Control as a transformation from a
Mandate.
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Transforming Mandates into Common Controls
As stated earlier in the rules of Crosswalking, when a Mandate is examined and found to have no match,
the Mandate can either be simply marked as no match, or a through the process of Transformation, a
Common Control can be created. We will now cover how to create Common Controls.
A mandate is a declaration to do something, an activity conducted to bring into check (to manage or to
verify), or to constrain (to restrict or confine) something. In order to abstract a mandate from within a
Citation, the mandate can be broken down into three parts;
1

the subject;

2

the action; and

3

any limitations or subordinations associated with the mandate.

Any mandate without a stated limitation is written as an imperative statement (i.e., do this or do that) or
simple clause. Any mandate with a stated limitation is written in the Subordinating style with the
imperative statement preceding the limitation.

Analyzing and transforming imperative statements
In the following example, we present simple clauses and their transformed counterparts that can be used
as Common Controls. For our purposes, no other analyzed clause said “shut off the water valve” or
anything close to it.
We begin by analyzing both the predicate and the subject and each term’s usage within the subject
matter’s corpus. Notice that both the predicate and the subject have very low usage indicated. That
means the readability of the predicate and the subject will fall below the norm because those terms aren’t
used often.
Analyzed Clause

Predicate

Usage

Subject

Usage

Shut off the water valve

shut off

low

water valve

Low

Even though the readability is excellent for this clause, both terms aren’t used often and will need to be
replaced with terms that are more familiar to the corpus’ audience. In this instance we’ve replaced shut off
with shut and water valve with faucet.
Transformed Clause

Predicate

Usage

Subject

Usage

Shut the faucet

shut

high

faucet

high

Because shut and shut off are synonyms, and faucet and water valve are also synonyms, the two sentences
are 1 verb hob and 1 noun hop away from each other, providing a Definition Encoded Distance Vector of
80%, enough for an adequate match according to crosswalking and transformation rules.
Verb Hops

Noun Hops

Accuracy

Grade

0

0

100.00%

A

1

0

92.50%

A-

0

1

87.50%

B+

2

0

85.00%

B

1

1

80.00%

B-
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Analyzing and transforming subordinating style
Imperative statements are easy to analyze and transform. However, they are about 1% of the sentences
you’ll normally encounter. Most of the Mandates you’ll encounter will be written in the subordinating style
(do this or that when X, because of Y, or to produce Z). An example follows:
Individuals have the right to submit personal data requests, and therefore, the organization must
provide access to personal records within a reasonable time period when receiving such a request.
Once you determine that the primary predicate is provide access and the primary subject is personal
records, you can then see that the subordinate predicate is receiving and the subordinate subject is
personal data requests. No wonder it received a Mandate Readability Grade of “C” and clarity index of
69%.
If your mapping determines there is no match to provide access to personal records, you’ll want to create a
new Common Control.

Sentence Action
Each Common Control must begin with the appropriate activity (the predicate).

Sentence Object
Each Common Control’s activity is followed by the object of that activity (the subject).

Limitations on application
At times, a mandate is not designed to be generally or uniformly applied. Any mandate with a stated
limitation is written in the Subordinating style with the imperative statement preceding the case limitation.
We’ve re-written the mandate as a Common Control in the subordinating style:
Provide access to personal records when receiving a personal data request.
Because both the predicate and the subject are the same in the two sentences, the Definition Encoded
Distance Vector between them is 100%.
Verb Hops

Noun Hops

Accuracy

Grade

0

0

100.00%

A

Definition Encoded Distance Vector for this mapping

Because the sentence is cleanly written, it receives a Mandate Readability Grade of “A” and a clarity index
of 87%. Much better!
Above we showed one type of limitation. If there is a limitation on a mandate’s application, it should be
expressed as either the case to which the action is confined or as a condition upon which it will operate.
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Case, or event limitations
The case sets out the facts that confine the mandate’s scope or application. Normally, stating the case at
the beginning of a sentence immediately notifies the reader of the rule’s limited application. However, the
target audience for mandates need to be able to quickly identify the actions of the mandates, and then
need a sentence structure that allows a more specific mandate to be subjugated to a more general
mandate. Many of the case limitations will be based upon triggering events happening as in the examples
shown below.

Examples:
imperative statement

case limitation

Document erroneous messages

when spam is sent accidentally.

Update all associated documentation

when a change in a document occurs.

Use “when” to introduce a case, not “in case,” “in the event” or “where.”

Condition limitations
Until fulfilled, a condition suspends the operation of a rule and can apply to a rule of general application
or to one restricted to certain cases. Any mandate with a stated condition is written in the Subordinating
style with the imperative statement preceding the condition limitation.

Examples:
imperative statement

condition limitation

Refrain from sending commercial e-mails to
third parties

if the message does not contain a functioning
return e-mail address that is clearly visible.

When adding a conditional limitation where a case also exists, the condition must be placed after both the
imperative statement and the case as shown in the example that follows.

Examples:
imperative statement

case limitation

condition limitation

Waive parental consent for
collecting information from
children

when responding to additional
requests,

if the contact does not go
beyond the scope of the
request.

Never use the future tense of a verb to state a condition.
When the legal action is stated affirmatively, introduce a condition with “if” or “until”.

Exception limitations
Generally, an exception is used to exempt from the application of a law some matter that otherwise would
be within the scope of the rule. Exceptions should not be drafted in the form of a case or condition
because this will lead to a complicated and unintelligible mandate. Do not use the phrase “provided that”.
The drafter can accomplish the same thing with greater clarity by using “if,” “except” or a new clause. Any
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mandate with a stated exception is written in the Subordinating style with the imperative statement
preceding the exception limitation.

Examples:
imperative statement

exception limitation

Scan the system to verify modems are disabled
or removed,

except for ones that have been explicitly
approved.
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Basic Semantic Relationships
When creating mappings among vocabulary terms, the mapping organization requires a good set of basic
relationships. Terms don’t exist in a vacuum. They exist to connect us to the world around us. They exist to
extend our knowledge from what we know, to what we either need or want to know. You communicate
with someone because you want to share and learn from them, and them from you.
Because of that, every time we encounter a new concept, we attempt to frame that concept so that we
understand where it fits with other knowledge we already have. This is called establishing semantic
relationships.
The most common relationship, “is the same as,” is used when a concept is being introduced with new
words. However, ”is the same as,” is usually too narrow to adequately map all terms. Hence, we have come
to generically say “this is broader than that” or “this is narrower than that”, or “this has some minor
resemblance to that”.
The following basic relationships have been taken from the Simple Knowledge Organization System’s
(SKOS) Mapping Vocabulary Specificationii. They offer the ability to distinguish subtle relationships
between two terms. As stated in the specification, “Many knowledge organization systems, such as
thesauri, taxonomies, classification schemes and subject heading systems, share a similar structure, and
are used in similar applications. SKOS captures much of this similarity and makes it explicit, to enable data
and technology sharing across diverse applications.” The structures at this level can be visualized as such:

Basic semantic relationships
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has-exact-match
If two concepts are an exact match, then the set of resources properly indexed against the first concept is
identical to the set of resources properly indexed against the second. Therefore, the two concepts may be
interchanged in queries and subject-based indexes. (Is inverse with itself.)

has-broad-match
If “concept A has-broad-match concept B,” then the set of resources properly indexed against concept A
is a subset of the set of resources properly indexed against concept B. (Is inverse of has-narrow-match.)

has-narrow-match
If “concept A has-narrow-match concept B,” then the set of resources properly indexed against concept A
is a superset of the set of resources properly indexed against concept B. (Is inverse of has-broad-match.)

has-major-match
If “concept A has-major-match concept B,” then the set of resources properly indexed against concept A
shares more than 50% of its members with the set of resources properly indexed against concept B. (No
inverse relation can be inferred.)

has-minor-match
If “concept A has-minor-match concept B,” then the set of resources properly indexed against concept A
shares less than 50% but greater than 0 of its members with the set of resources properly indexed against
concept B. (No inverse relation can be inferred.)

The problem with basic semantic relationships based off the SKOS model
The problem with these relationships, for mapping compliance mandates, are twofold. One is that the
term ‘concept’ in the SKOS model is limited to a single term or a single phrase. This model is great if you
want to know that draft or chart is the same as map or not as broad as interpret. Basically, you are limited
to three categories for practical purposes; broader, same, and narrower as shown in the diagram below.
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Visual SKOS model

What the SKOS and basic semantic relationship model doesn’t tell you is why interpret is a broader
concept, or why scale is a narrower concept. What they don’t show are the linguistic relationships
between the terms. And that becomes very important when crosswalking and harmonizing concepts
found in compliance.
To extend the relationships past broader, same, and narrower, you’ll need a more advanced semantic
relationship system. It should consider real world relationships such as one concept being a category for
another concept, or one concept enforcing another concept, or even one concept including another
concept as a part of it (versus the parent being a category). The illustration that follows re-examines the
semantic relationships of the term map, shown above, using a more advanced set of semantic
relationships. These relationships provide a much more robust understanding of connecting terms than a
simple broader, same as, and narrower model can provide. Advanced semantic relationships extend the
model by adding linguistic and conceptual connections to each relationship.
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Advanced semantic relationships
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Advanced Semantic Mappings
There are many more relationships you’ll need to put into place if you want to map mandates to each
other or to harmonize them. Here are a few more of the relationships you’ll need.

Add named entities for noun definitions where appropriate
Simple semantic relationships can be built on the model of examining terms that are nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs. In other words, simple dictionary structures for terms. And as you might guess,
simple dictionary structures limit you to simple semantic relationships. If you extend the definition
categories beyond simple nouns you can create a more advanced set of semantic relationships. In
Advanced semantic relationships above, network map’s definition is a record example and is defined as a
type of map. By tagging the definition as a record example instead of simply as a noun, we are extending
the definition so that the term can be recognized as a named entity.
Named entities classify concepts into predetermined categories. Those categories can be standard ones,
such as names of persons, locations, expressions of time, etc. Or they can be specialized such as those
needed for compliance purposes. In addition, named entities allow the model to work with Natural
Language Processing engines that perform entity identification, entity chunking and entity extraction
routines. By classifying terms as named entities, the named portion restricts the model to those entities for
which the designator can stand for the term. The UCF structure than then reference those named entities
during the term workflow, mapping workflow, and when creating Audit Questions. What follows is a table
of some of the named entities that can be found in the Unified Compliance Framework’s structure.
Designator

Description

Examples

Asset

A service or thing owned by an organization or person
that falls under the purview of an Authority
Document's controls either because of its value or its
configuration properties.
Statutes, regulations, directives, principles, standards,
guidelines, best practices, policies, and procedures.

Information Technology

A part of an asset specifically called out during the
audit process.
A modifiable element within a Configurable Item that
can affect performance and system function.

minimum password length

A field within a record.

visitor's address

Authority Document
Configurable Item
Configuration Setting

Data Contents

telecommunication facility
45 CFR Part 160 - General
Administrative Requirements

Enabled
disable

account number
Group

Organization

Organizational Function

Organizational Task

A division within an organization or a formation of
individuals outside an organization.
A generic unnamed organization.

temporary employee

A named organized body of people with a particular
purpose, especially a business, society, association,
etc. For generic, unnamed, organizations
see Group designator.
The high level administrative departments of an
organization.

Microsoft

An individual process or task and organization
performs.

update software
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Designator

Description

Examples

Record Category

A class, grouping, or set of records.

Internal Operational Audit Information Technology
Facility Security Records

Record Example

An individual record within a Record Category.

visitor log
identification badge

A word or phrase that represents the function an
individual, process, organization, etc. is supposed to
achieve.
A name that describes someone's position or job.

Role

Title

data janitor
internal audit manager
Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff
Contracting Officer

A unique activity within a given process or state that
causes an event or situation to happen.

Triggering Event

list is updated
service is installed

A table of Named Entities

Synonyms and Antonyms instead of has-exact-match
Synonyms are broader than exact matches, as they extend the relationship to facts or states of having
correlation, interrelation, materiality, conformity, and pertinence between concept A and concept B. And
antonyms then have enough variability, incongruence, and disassociation to be their opposite. The
antonym is the inverse of the synonym and vice versa.

Non-standard forms of has-exact-match
A spigot and a faucet are two defined words that are exact matches, or synonyms, of each other. That’s an
easy rule to implement. However, language is messy, and the uses of language within compliance
documents is even messier. That’s why you must have advanced rules that go beyond synonyms for use
cases such as a personal data request being called a request for personal data, an information
request from the data controller, or even a request for information on the processing of personal
data. To handle these types of use cases you must have a semantic rule that says “if the definition of a
term-of-art matches the definition of a previously accepted dictionary term, the term-of-art should be
considered an exact match and therefore be labelled a non-standard representation of the accepted
term”.

Replacing the broad and narrow matches with more specific categorization
The major and minor relationships described in the SKOS model are limited to linguistic parents and their
children (or half children as a minor match might be thought of). However, there are many relationships
that are more specific that can and should be applied, especially when working with named entities and
leveraging a Natural Language Processor’s named entity recognition engine. By replacing the simple
broader and narrower matches with more specific categorization, you can achieve structures like those
employed by the Compliance Dictionary, as shown below.

Linguistic Parent
Terms that are linguistically broader than the focus term, including origins of terms.
Term

Linguistic Parent

Senior Systems Analyst

systems analyst
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senior

Linguistic Child
Terms that are linguistically narrower than the focus term, including derivatives. This is the inverse of
Linguistic Parent.
Term

Linguistic Child

Systems Analyst

Senior Systems Analyst

distribute

distribution
distributor
isolation

isolate

isolator
isolationist

Category For
A term of which the focus term is a kind of.
Term

Category For

tablet

portable electronic device

Type of
Terms that are kinds or examples of the focus term. This is the inverse of Category For.
Term

Type of
laptop

portable electronic device

cell phone
tablet

Includes
Terms the focus term is an element of.
Term

Includes

solar panel

photovoltaic cell

Personally Identifiable
Information

mailing address
individual’s Social Security Number

Part of
Terms whose definitions are an element of the focus term. This is the inverse of Includes.
Term

Part of

Personally Identifiable
Information

privacy related information
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Used to Create
A term that is a template for or used to create the focus term.
Term

Used to Create

UCF Mapper software

Authority Document mapping

audit report

external audit report

Is Created by
A term that is comes from or is generated by the focus term. This is the inverse of Used to Create.
Term

Is created by

system audit report

Secure Configuration Management Tool

Is Referenced by
A term that mentions or references the focus term.
Term

Is Referenced by

Authority Document

mapping

evidence

probable cause

References
A term that the focus term mentions or cites. This is the inverse of Is Referenced by.
Term

References

evidence

business exception rule

Used to Enforce
A term that uses the focus term to happen or cause compliance.
Term

Used to Enforce

personal data access request
review procedure

request for access

configuration rule

system configuration

Is Enforced by
A term that uses the focus term to happen or cause compliance. This is the inverse of Used to Enforce.
Term

Is Enforced by

PCI-DSS

payment brand

Used to Prevent
A term that prevents the focus term.
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Term

Used to Prevent

sanctions

unauthorized data processing

Is Prevented by
A term that is prevented by the focus term. This is the inverse of Used to Prevent.
Term

Is Prevented by

stealing

central monitoring company
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Why a Mandate Readability Grade and readability formulas are important
Readability at its simplest the ability to read that which was written. Back in 1963 George Klare defined
readability as “the ease of understanding or comprehension due to the style of writing.” While each
mandate is important, if the reader fails to understand the mandate, the reader will fail to implement the
mandate. Therefore, we need a methodology to scientifically analyze the readability of any given
mandate. Readability formulas offer the solution.
Some readability formulas ignore legibility (how clear the writing is), some do not. Since the 1920s, there
have been multiple formulas created to assess readability. These readability formulas focus on two specific
features of the examined text:

•
•

the number of syllables per word; and
the number of words per sentence, and

use those two features of the sentence to create mathematical calculations. While there are over a
hundred variants of readability formulas, some of the popular and commonly used formulas include:
1

Rudolph Flesch’s Reading Ease Formula;

2

Flesch’s Grade Level;

3

J. Peter Kinkaid’s Flesch-Kinkaid Index;

4

Robert Gunning’s Fog Index;

5

The SMOG Readability Formula;

6

Fry’s Readability Graph;

7

New Dale-Chall formula;

8

Powers-Sumner-Kear Readability Formula;

9

FORCAST readability formula; and

10 Spache readability formula.
The underlying assumption of each of these ten formulas is the same: using shorter sentence lengths and
fewer multi-syllable words will reduce the reading level necessary for comprehension of the mandate and
increase the speed and ease of reading the mandate.

Why do we need a readability formula specifically for mandates?
While each of these formulas are great for measuring long paragraphs of text; measuring individual
sentences, and the clarity of each mandate within those sentences requires a bit of a mashup of multiple
readability formulas.
In essence, a mandate readability formula has to look at both the sentence’s reading score and the
sentence’s clarity score. The grade level that the sentence is presented along with its clarity index gives us
a much truer picture of the reading level necessary for comprehension of the mandate.
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How is the Mandate Readability Grade calculated?
There are three parts to the Mandate Readability Formula:
1

the average grade level necessary for comprehension; and

2

the clarity index indicating how clear the sentence is between 0 and 100% clear.

After examining the most popular formulas for measuring grade levels of readability, we found that
averaging the Flesch-Kincaid index and the SMOG Readability formula works best. Creating the clarity
index is straight forward.

The Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level Readability Formula
Step 1: Calculate the average number of words used per sentence.
Step 2: Calculate the average number of syllables per word.
Step 3: Multiply the average number of words by 0.39 and add it to the average number of syllables per
word multiplied by 11.8.
Step 4: Subtract 15.59 from the result.
The specific mathematical formula is:
FKRA = (0.39 x ASL) + (11.8 x ASW) - 15.59
Where,
FKRA = Flesch-Kincaid Reading Age
ASL = Average Sentence Length (i.e., the number of words divided by the number of sentences)
ASW = Average number of Syllable per Word (i.e., the number of syllables divided by the number of
words)

The SMOG Readability Formula as applied to mandates
Step 1: Count every word with three or more syllables, even if the same word appears more than once.
Step 2: Calculate the square root of the number arrived at in Step 1 and round it off to nearest 10.
Step 3: Add 3 to the figure arrived at in Step 2 to know the SMOG Grade, i.e., the reading grade that a
person must have reached if he is to understand fully the text assessed.
SMOG = 3 + Square Root of Polysyllable Count

The Clarity index
Step 1: Count the number of sentences.
Step 2: Count the number of words.
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Step 3: Divide the number of words by the number of independent clauses to get the average mandate
length. (The target average is 15 words per sentence.)
Step 4: Count the number of words that have three syllables or more.
Step 5: Divide the number of long words by the total of words to determine the percentage of long
words. (The target is 15 percent.)
Step 6: Add the average sentence length to the percentage of long words.
Clarity = ((100 - (PercentLong + AVGLength)) / 100) - Subject
Where,
Subject = the number of words in the noun or noun phrase divided by 100
Words = Number of words in the sentence
Clauses = Number of clauses in the sentence
AVGLength = Words / Clauses
ThreeSyllableCount = Number of words with three or more syllables
PercentLong = ThreeSyllableCount / Words

The Mandate Readability Grade
The Mandate Readability Grade builds upon the three calculations above and creates a letter grade (A
through F) that can be assigned to the text.
Step 1: Average the Flesch-Kincaid and SMOG readability scores.
Step 2: Multiply that average by the Clarity Index.
Step 3: Apply a letter grade.
MRG = Case (MRI <3 ; A ; MRI <5 ; B ; MRI <7 ; C ; MRI <9 ; D ; F)
Where,
AVGScore = average(FKRA;SMOG)
MRI = AVGScore * (1 – Clarity)
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JSON Structures
The following are a series of JSON structures for using in analyzing mapping processes and tools.

Bibliography and Citation JSON structures
{
"Authority Document - Citations" :
{
"Authors" :
[
{
"FirstName" : "",
"LastName" : "",
"email" : ""
},
{
"FirstName" : "The first name of the author.",
"LastName" : "The last name of the author.",
"email" : "The email address of the author if known."
}
],
"Chapter Locator" : "The chapter reference for the Citation.",
"Citation Reference" : "The Citational Reference or where the citation can be found
in the document.",
"Comment Locator" : "If this is a comment in a blog or other system the locator for
finding the comment.",
"Date of Publication" : "The date of the document's publishing.",
"Edition | Version" : "The edition or version information for the document.",
"Editors" :
[
{
"FirstName" : "The first name of the editor.",
"LastName" : "The last name of the editor.",
"email" : "The email address of the editior if known."
}
],
"Effective Date" : "The effective date that the rules in the document take
effect.",
"Identifiers" :
[
{
"DB Search Information" : "Any relevant search information for finding the
record in the database.",
"DOI" : "The Digital Object Identifier record locator.",
"Database" : "The database that houses the record.",
"Date Accessed" : "The date the record was last accessed.",
"ISBN" : "The ISBN number for the record.",
"URL" : "The URL the record can be found at.",
"UUID" : "The Unique ID of the record in a database system.",
"ePub Type" : "The type of electronic publication this was found in."
}
],
"Language" : "The language code in which the document was written.",
"Legal Status" : "The legal status of the document in question - from law down to
organizational references.",
"Originator" : "If there are no known authors then the originating organization is
used in place.",
"Pages" : "The total number of pages in the document.",
"Parent Category" : "The category of the parent record in the document's
hierarchy.",
"Periodical Title" : "The title of the periodical that the document was found in.",
"Place of Publication" : "Where the document was published if that is known.",
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"Publisher | Promulgator" : "Either the publisher of the document or in the case of
laws the promulgator of the document.",
"Title of Website" : "The title of the website itself and not to be confused with
the title of the publisher.",
"Title: Subtitle" : "The subtitle of the document.",
"Volume | Issue" : "The volume or issue identifier of the periodical that the
document was found in.",
"Website Publisher | Title of Blog" : "Either the website publisher's name or the
title of the blog the document was found on.",
"common names" :
[
{
"Shortened Title" : "The common title or shortened title of the document."
}
]
}
}

Citation List structure
{
"Citation List" :
{
"Authority Document PrimaryKey" : "The record identifier for the Authority Document
this record was extracted from.",
"Bracketed Text" : "The text as bracketed by the NLP engine with primary and
secondary predicates and subjects bracketed.",
"Citation Reference" : "The reference that identifies this Citation in the
Authority Docuemnt.",
"Citation Text" : "The actual text of the Citation as taken from the Authority
Document",
"CreatedBy" : "Account name of the user who created each record.",
"CreationTimestamp" : "Date and time each record was created.",
"Mandates" :
[
{
"Bracketed Mandate" : "The Mandate as bracketed by the NLP engine with primary
and secondary predicates and subjects bracketed",
"PrimaryKey" : "Unique identifier of each record in this table.",
"Sort Order" : "The order in which this mandate should be displayed in a multimandate Citation."
}
],
"ModificationTimestamp" : "Date and time each record was last modified.",
"ModifiedBy" : "Account name of the user who last modified each record.",
"PrimaryKey" : "Unique identifier of each record in this table.",
"Tagged Terms" :
[
{
"Contextual Definition PrimaryKey" : "The Unique identifier for the definition
record associated with this term in this context.",
"is_nonstandard" : "A Boolean value of 1 if the record is a non-standard name
of another term",
"is_primary" : "A boolean value showing whether this term is a primary or
secondary form",
"name" : "The name of the term in the dictionary",
"tagged_POS" : "The Part of Speech as tagged by the NLP engine."
}
]
}
}
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Mandate List structure
{
"Mandate List" :
{
"Authority Document PrimaryKey" : "The record identifier for the Authority Document
this record was extracted from.",
"Bracketed Mandate" : "The Mandate as bracketed by the NLP engine with primary and
secondary predicates and subjects bracketed",
"Citation PrimaryKey" : "The Primary Key of the Citation from which this mandate is
drawn.",
"Citation Reference" : "The reference that identifies this Citation in the
Authority Docuemnt.",
"Citation Text" : "The actual text of the Citation as taken from the Authority
Document",
"CreatedBy" : "Account name of the user who created each record.",
"CreationTimestamp" : "Date and time each record was created.",
"ModificationTimestamp" : "Date and time each record was last modified.",
"ModifiedBy" : "Account name of the user who last modified each record.",
"PrimaryKey" : "Unique identifier of each record in this table.",
"Sort Order" : "The order in which this mandate should be displayed in a multimandate Citation.",
"Tagged Terms" :
[
{
"is_nonstandard" : "A Boolean value of 1 if the record is a non-standard name
of another term",
"is_primary" : "A boolean value showing whether this term is a primary or
secondary form",
"name" : "The name of the term in the dictionary",
"tagged_POS" : "The Part of Speech as tagged by the NLP engine."
}
]
}
}

Term structure
{
"terms" :
{
"antonyms" :
[
{
"created_by" : "Account name of the user who created each record",
"date_added" : "Date each record was created",
"date_modified" : "Date each record was modified",
"id" : "Unique identifier of each record in this table",
"language" : "The language of the record, such as eng for English",
"license_info" : "The license URL for the record such as
http://www.unifiedcompliance.com/licenses/index.html",
"modified_by" : "Account name of the user who last modified each record",
"name" : "The name of the term in the dictionary",
"term_id" : "The record ID of the term this one is related to",
"time_created" : "The time the record was created",
"time_modified" : "The time the record was last modified"
}
],
"created_by" : "Account name of the user who created each record",
"date_added" : "Date each record was created",
"date_modified" : "Date each record was modified",
"definitions" :
[
{
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"POS" : "The Part of Speech of the definition",
"created_by" : "Account name of the user who created each record",
"date_added" : "Date each record was created",
"date_modified" : "Date each record was modified",
"definition" : "The definition of the linked term",
"id" : "Unique identifier of each record in this table",
"language" : "The language of the record, such as eng for English",
"lemma" : "This is the lemma of the term that fits the definition",
"license_info" : "The license URL for the record such as
http://www.unifiedcompliance.com/licenses/index.html",
"modified_by" : "Account name of the user who last modified each record",
"named_entity_id" : "The numeric ID representing the type of named entity for
this definition",
"term_id" : "The record ID of the term this one is related to",
"time_created" : "The time the record was created",
"time_modified" : "The time the record was last modified"
}
],
"hypernyms" :
[
{
"created_by" : "Account name of the user who created each record",
"date_added" : "Date each record was created",
"date_modified" : "Date each record was modified",
"id" : "Unique identifier of each record in this table",
"language" : "The language of the record, such as eng for English",
"license_info" : "The license URL for the record such as
http://www.unifiedcompliance.com/licenses/index.html",
"modified_by" : "Account name of the user who last modified each record",
"name" : "The name of the term in the dictionary",
"term_id" : "The record ID of the term this one is related to",
"time_created" : "The time the record was created",
"time_modified" : "The time the record was last modified"
}
],
"hyponyms" :
[
{
"created_by" : "Account name of the user who created each record",
"date_added" : "Date each record was created",
"date_modified" : "Date each record was modified",
"id" : "Unique identifier of each record in this table",
"language" : "The language of the record, such as eng for English",
"license_info" : "The license URL for the record such as
http://www.unifiedcompliance.com/licenses/index.html",
"modified_by" : "Account name of the user who last modified each record",
"name" : "The name of the term in the dictionary",
"term_id" : "The record ID of the term this one is related to",
"time_created" : "The time the record was created",
"time_modified" : "The time the record was last modified"
}
],
"id" : "Unique identifier of each record in this table",
"is_nonstandard" : "A Boolean value of 1 if the record is a non-standard name of
another term",
"is_preferred" : "A Boolean value of 1 if the record is a preferred term over other
synonyms",
"is_primary" : "A boolean value showing whether this term is a primary or secondary
form",
"language" : "The language of the record, such as eng for English",
"license_info" : "The license URL for the record such as
http://www.unifiedcompliance.com/licenses/index.html",
"modified_by" : "Account name of the user who last modified each record",
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"name" : "The name of the term in the dictionary",
"other_forms" :
[
{
"created_by" : "Account name of the user who created each record",
"date_added" : "Date each record was created",
"date_modified" : "Date each record was modified",
"id" : "Unique identifier of each record in this table",
"language" : "The language of the record, such as eng for English",
"license_info" : "The license URL for the record such as
http://www.unifiedcompliance.com/licenses/index.html",
"modified_by" : "Account name of the user who last modified each record",
"name" : "The name of the term in the dictionary",
"term_id" : "The record ID of the term this one is related to",
"time_created" : "The time the record was created",
"time_modified" : "The time the record was last modified",
"type_id" : "The type of other form applied to this record"
}
],
"preferred_term" :
[
{
"created_by" : "Account name of the user who created each record",
"date_added" : "Date each record was created",
"date_modified" : "Date each record was modified",
"id" : "Unique identifier of each record in this table",
"is_nonstandard" : "A Boolean value of 1 if the record is a non-standard name
of another term",
"is_preferred" : "A Boolean value of 1 if the record is a preferred term over
other synonyms",
"language" : "The language of the record, such as eng for English",
"license_info" : "The license URL for the record such as
http://www.unifiedcompliance.com/licenses/index.html",
"modified_by" : "Account name of the user who last modified each record",
"name" : "The name of the term in the dictionary",
"preferred_term_id" : "The record ID of the term that is the preferred term
over this one (it it exists)",
"standard_term_id" : "The record ID of the term that is the standard version of
this one (if it exists)",
"time_created" : "The time the record was created",
"time_modified" : "The time the record was last modified"
}
],
"preferred_term_id" : "The record ID of the term that is the preferred term over
this one (it it exists)",
"standard_term" :
[
{
"created_by" : "Account name of the user who created each record",
"date_added" : "Date each record was created",
"date_modified" : "Date each record was modified",
"id" : "Unique identifier of each record in this table",
"is_nonstandard" : "A Boolean value of 1 if the record is a non-standard name
of another term",
"is_preferred" : "A Boolean value of 1 if the record is a preferred term over
other synonyms",
"language" : "The language of the record, such as eng for English",
"license_info" : "The license URL for the record such as
http://www.unifiedcompliance.com/licenses/index.html",
"modified_by" : "Account name of the user who last modified each record",
"name" : "The name of the term in the dictionary",
"preferred_term_id" : "The record ID of the term that is the preferred term
over this one (it it exists)",
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"standard_term_id" : "The record ID of the term that is the standard version of
this one (if it exists)",
"time_created" : "The time the record was created",
"time_modified" : "The time the record was last modified"
}
],
"standard_term_id" : "The record ID of the term that is the standard version of
this one (if it exists)",
"synonyms" :
[
{
"created_by" : "Account name of the user who created each record",
"date_added" : "Date each record was created",
"date_modified" : "Date each record was modified",
"id" : "Unique identifier of each record in this table",
"language" : "The language of the record, such as eng for English",
"license_info" : "The license URL for the record such as
http://www.unifiedcompliance.com/licenses/index.html",
"modified_by" : "Account name of the user who last modified each record",
"name" : "The name of the term in the dictionary",
"term_id" : "The record ID of the term this one is related to",
"time_created" : "The time the record was created",
"time_modified" : "The time the record was last modified"
}
],
"tagged_POS" : "The Part of Speech as tagged by the NLP engine.",
"time_created" : "The time the record was created",
"time_modified" : "The time the record was last modified"
}
}

Matching Algorithm structure
{
"match" :
{
"CreatedBy" : "Account name of the user who created each record.",
"CreationTimestamp" : "Date and time each record was created.",
"ModificationTimestamp" : "Date and time each record was last modified.",
"ModifiedBy" : "Account name of the user who last modified each record.",
"PrimaryKey" : "Unique identifier of each record in this table.",
"bracketed_text 1" :
[
{
"bracketed_text" : "The primary verb or verb phrase selected for matching.",
"primary_ verb" : "The primary verb or verb phrase selected for matching.",
"primary_noun" : "The primary noun or noun phrase selected for matching.",
"primary_noun PrimaryKey" : "The unique identifier for the primary noun's
record in the glossary or dictionary.",
"primary_verb PrimaryKey" : "The unique identifier for the primary verb's
record in the glossary or dictionary."
}
],
"bracketed_text 2" :
[
{
"bracketed_text" : "The primary verb or verb phrase selected for matching.",
"primary_ verb" : "The primary verb or verb phrase selected for matching.",
"primary_noun" : "The primary noun or noun phrase selected for matching.",
"primary_noun PrimaryKey" : "The unique identifier for the primary noun's
record in the glossary or dictionary.",
"primary_verb PrimaryKey" : "The unique identifier for the primary verb's
record in the glossary or dictionary."
}
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],
"percent_match" : "The match percent returned by the algorithm"
}
}

A sample match JSON you can use to test matching APIs
{
"match" :
{
"CreatedBy" : "Account name of the user who created each record.",
"CreationTimestamp" : "Date and time each record was created.",
"ModificationTimestamp" : "Date and time each record was last modified.",
"ModifiedBy" : "Account name of the user who last modified each record.",
"PrimaryKey" : "Unique identifier of each record in this table.",
"bracketed_text 1" :
[
{
"bracketed_text" : "The primary verb or verb phrase selected for matching.",
"primary_ verb" : "The primary verb or verb phrase selected for matching.",
"primary_noun" : "The primary noun or noun phrase selected for matching.",
"primary_noun PrimaryKey" : "The unique identifier for the primary noun's
record in the glossary or dictionary.",
"primary_verb PrimaryKey" : "The unique identifier for the primary verb's
record in the glossary or dictionary."
}
],
"bracketed_text 2" :
[
{
"bracketed_text" : "The primary verb or verb phrase selected for matching.",
"primary_ verb" : "The primary verb or verb phrase selected for matching.",
"primary_noun" : "The primary noun or noun phrase selected for matching.",
"primary_noun PrimaryKey" : "The unique identifier for the primary noun's
record in the glossary or dictionary.",
"primary_verb PrimaryKey" : "The unique identifier for the primary verb's
record in the glossary or dictionary."
}
],
"percent_match" : "The match percent returned by the algorithm"
}
}
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